Radian Video Wall Processor
Create TV newsroom video walls of any geometry, such as 3x6, 3x2 or 1x7, with the Radian Video Wall Processor. Radian gives you the ability to compose walls with up to 64 screens and any number of windows. Radian works with any CMS so you have great flexibility in displaying content from multiple sources, including H.264 IP video streams. Radian is designed for fast switching. API management gives you external switching control of video sources for multiple Radian video walls.

Any Geometry, Any Size, Anywhere
Create video walls with any geometry, any size displays and any number of windows. You can freely position content from any source, anywhere on the wall. Easily drag, drop and resize content in real time.

Scalable
Multiple chassis configurations enable you to create combinations of up to 64 video outputs and 100s of video inputs, including IP streaming.

Any Video Format, Including SDI
The system supports a wide range of inputs: SDI, DisplayPort, DVI, HDMI, VGA, H.264, and more.

4K Support
Radian supports 4K and is compatible with ultra high definition displays.

Multiple Walls, Multiple Control Options
Radian gives you the ability to control multiple video walls. The API enables switching control from any external control system.

Integrated Solution
Radian is the perfect hybrid of hardware and software. It’s part of a complete solution that includes products, application engineering and 24/7 support.